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From the Editor

Building Happy Communities
Through Harnessing Entanglement Farming of Virtues

We are excited to share with you the fifth

In the global framework for action, the totality of lines and rays of efforts of virtues in actions

issue of the wings of the Coo newsletter.

are a quantum summation process where all local civilization and cultural paths merge into a

This newsletter is for you. It is for people

new trajectory carried up through the mountains of an-ever-advancing civilization. This form

with a deep interest in social action and

of development is a robust one and cannot be scissor or hammered into pieces.

spreading happiness for all. We hope you
enjoy reading this issue and look forward
to hearing your feedback for the next
issue. Our editing team always values your
contributions and appreciate your
continuous support. Please do not hesitate
to contact us if you have an event or
suggestion and would like it to be included
in the newsletter. You can email us via
sachifoundation@gmail.com. Thank you.

Living on the earth is a joyous
celebration. Potentially, we earthlings
are the most festive, loving and
joyful beings. There are so many

capabilities to improve the standard of
living for all people in earth. Seeing this
alternative in the light of the
framework for action to canalize the
human virtues to the level

community festivals where
A well-planned virtue
the discourse of one
common happiness for all entanglement farming
is set in motion. Right now, requires new ways of
the pulse of global festive
community connection,
communities are being
disrupted and cultural and cooperation, and
sports festivals cancelled
coordination.
due to the pandemic. Under these
uncertain conditions, our community
members has reach out and consulted
about the way’s cultures can harness
the congruence evolution of cooperation and spreading happiness. We
have reached the conclusion that
cultural festival states have the
historically entanglement farming

of rectitude is the most
promising core initiative. For
this end, our aim is to
strengthen our relationships
with the wider community
and society at large. This
could allow us to present the
coherence and congurance of

the festive relationships between the
virtues. This is the emerging world’s
cultural states revolution that infuses
every neighborhood with a new kind of
celebrating spirit capable of directing
the exergy inflows and outflows that
happiness can be reached to every
person without restriction.

Board of Director Letter
Dear Sachi community,

We are humbled and grateful to all of
our volunteers, virtue Ambassadors,
partners RCDA, Tennen Sainen
Community, Cares Community, Unity
language center and staff for their high
resolve and for adapting to new ways of
doing our core activities during the
COVID-19 crisis. Because of the crisis,
We are all remineded of how our
beloved Ambassador Sachi kept
spreading happiness, continued school
ing and reached out to everyone to
wish happiness with her beautiful smile
even when her physical body entered
the final stage of endurance. This is the
reason Sachi Foundation was formed in
the first place and being a volunteer in
Sachi community is about having a
mindset of learning, adapting,
response-receptivity, talking with the
universal language of smiles and taking
action in the spirit of service under all
circumstances. Thanks to the tireless
efforts of volunteers and Ambassadors,
the year July 2019-2020 is shown to be

a year of learning, strength, and
accelerating growth. As we move
forward, we are learning deeper
about ways to build the future of the
supply chain channels essential for the
flow of exergy and happiness. The
board has dedicated significant
resources and financial grants
towards the construction of the
supply chain that allows happiness to
spread to every community and town
across the globe. The critical steps
towards building this supply chain is
already underway through our join
efforts with our partners joining the
orbit of the new Mikoshi world
civilization. The principles that guide
our approach can be exemplified by
examples from our initiatives such as
online tea ceremony and quantum
entanglement of poetry that aim to
celebrate
the
essential
virtue
relationship that exist between
cultures.
Drawing on the guidance given by the
Universal House of Justice, insights
gained from our research works,
experiences gained from our
volunteers and partners whole

Festival
Information
Stalls
We had two Japanese Festival

On Smile!

information stalls in Sunshine

If we are to spread happiness, effort is required. We must

Coast and Mount Gravatt during

be caring and hardworking. Our approach to service

2019.

provisions of care and wellbeing reflect the exergy needs of
all people. Like a wonderous food forest that give forth
fruits and nutrition for the benefit and enjoyment of all, we
work hard to build the network channels that allow exergy
of true smiles and loving care reach to all around us.

Community approach, the board
decided to focus around what is
needed for local community
entanglement farming and its ways of
channelizing human virtues that is
necessary for the interlocking
mechanism of the global cultural
Festival states. The advantage of our
approach is that in such an entangled
field, the happiness will flow in and out
in seamlessly.
Our discourse work with the global
community is just as important. We
sincerely hope the situation with the
pandemic gets under control and a
vaccine is soon discovered.
Meanwhile, we have not been idle but
are actively working with our partner,
Cares Community to bring awareness
about the pandemic to scale up the
community responses and assure the
community of our care and vigilance.
True to the cooperative spirit of the
Sachi community, our management
committe have provided these
seminars for free. The board sends its
greatest appreciation to all of you.
Keep safe and well. Thank you all.
The Board

Message from the
management committee
Our world is undergoing a mental, social, and spiritual revolution where the
happiness ambassadors - the birds of festivals of cooperation and unification
are singing the song of happiness for all.

Management committee consultation meeting with
volunteers– January 5th, 2020. The bimonthly
volunteer meetings allow us to get together, reflect,
consult, and deepen on themes related to the
discourse of one-common happiness for all. As
Covid-19 got hold in the community and social

Dear friends,
In these difficult and unprecedented
challenging times, the management
committee sends each one of you their
love and greetings. There are a lot of
happenings at Sachi community and
we certainly cannot manage all our
tasks alone. We would like to invite
you to learn more about what we do
and how you can help us with the
management tasks? The important
point for us is that as we engage more
with each other in the spirit of
happiness and joyfulness, we are
better equipped to understand each
other’s virtues and find out about the
virtue enabled decisions that would be
best servers in a particular community
situation. Your support is always
welcome and valued. Please let us
know if you would like to engage more
with our community building activities.

The learning network
The foundation of learning network rests on
our ability to juggle the three spheres of
learning- the cultural, the scientific and
spiritual education- to harmonize different
customes and address the challenges in
building the exergy channels essential in
entaglement nurseries and farming of virtues
.

The directory of the
cultural festival states
This collection represents our most significant
cultural development. It assembles and classifies
information about the world’s Cultural Festival
states and how it can help us to establish the
Unity language for better understanding of shared
human virtues in action and their cultural

restriction became necessary, we migrated to the on-

arrangement in human societies. We are certain

line Zoom meeting.

over time it will become an important part of the
Cultural Festival states capacity building
processes. This database is managed by our
partner “Unity Language Center”.

ask the volunteers >>>

Q: How you can engage with your community building?
You can engage with the community festivals, host tea
A: ceremony
or arts and culture days, support community
gardens or backyards food forest, foster genuine
friendship - building activities and involve with cultural
celebrations and the learning community network, etc.

happythoughts...
Finding An Agent That’s Right For You

Ultimately, the power to transform the world is effected by love, love originating from
the relationship with the divine, love ablaze among members of a community, love
extended without restriction to every human being. - The Universal House of Justice

Becoming a volunteer in our organization means having the choice to
walk a path of service that builds capacity and rectitude. On this path,
each conduct seeds to an abundant variety of possible actions that
assert virtues in all different settings. So, it is not about what lines of
effort our volunteers chose to advance but how resilience they are
with it and by what degree are able to assert values, shape collective
action and sustain the exergy flow for the community under any
contingencies. This does not mean one confuses the virtue of patience
in action with that of state of limbo. Having patience is a sign of
respect and loving kindness for others as they do activities together,
while a state of limbo, when talk exceeds actions can turn the
narrative around in a way that restrict our potential for growth. For
us, this poses a different kind of challenge and it is best to be dealt
through the Ruhi institute learning materials. It is important to
understand what the culture of learning is in our organization and
how it effects the sustainable development and long-term growth of
spreading happiness. In a way, our culture of learning defines the kind
of volunteering that is acceptable for Sachi foundation.

Calendar Happenings >>>
❖ Sachi Foundation bimonthly
volunteer meeting
❖ Cares Community bimonthly
Seminar Series

Cares Community Online
seminar July 2020

What is Exergy?
Every interaction we do requires energy be it physical, mental, cultural, or spiritual. But not every kind of energy is suitable for every kind of interaction. For
example, the human body needs chemical energy obtained from food, to grow. We cannot directly digest the energy from the sun to grow. i.e. we cannot sit in
front of the sun and say we are getting nutritious energy from the sun – and that there is no need for eating. Exergy is the quality of interaction in energy
that allows us to do useful things such as healthy growth. A healthy system has a high level of exergy but as it performs its efforts,
it destroys and degrades into the entropy. i.e. As exergy loses its quality and usefulness, the more degradation and the more
entropy will generate in the system. There are two main cooperative sources of exergy available for social actions. One is the
energy from the founders of the civilization states and need to be accessed through houses of worships to be converted into
exergy. The other source of exergy is the exergy sources from the cultural festival states. These sources of exergy are the result of
the sum -total of efforts and lines of actions of thousands or even millions of individual artists, craftsman, architects, poets,
discourse builders, educators and linguistics. The addition process is however not a linear static process but a complex quantum
addition process. It is similar to the totality of the efforts of a farmer who prepares the land, builds water channels, cultivates, and
finally harvests the crop. And after that, the community will still need to be concerned about the food transport, nutritious, food
preparation and digestion to sustain a happy and healthy body for all. This is what we refer to the entanglement farming and
harvesting. Likewise, human virtues are the seeds that are vital for healthy growth of the cultural and spiritual dimensions of
community life and this is the reason, we refer to the entanglement farming and harvesting of virtues and rectitude of conducts
that are part of the global framework for action. The task for our volunteers are to build the exergy channels through cultural
interaction and integration. This is not simple as it seems, and we need to learn about the principles and the nature of institutes
that flow from these principles to develop our strategies and guide our approach.

Foundation news
Hello and welcome to the fifth edition of the “Wings of the Coo”. God has given each
one of us a lifetime of virtue scholarship to live in this planet and use it to advance in all
matters of deeds and nobility. How sad if the best of our efforts is not used and we lose
the value of this scholarship.
This year we have shown to the world that one way the dream of Ambassador Sachi
can be realized is when we work together at a global scale while building capacity at the
local community scale. In this issue, we are going to update our learning about the
nature of volunteering in Sachi Foundation. But before we discuss the volunteering in
our organization, let us recognize and celebrate our volunteers and their generous
efforts during July 2019-2020 by sharing the wonderful news and activities that continue
to be recognized on both
global and local level.
•

Between August 2019 and July 2020, we had four face to face volunteer meeting and two zoom online volunteer meeting and
two online seminars.

•

Between August 2019 and January 2020, our bi-monthly regular clean up days continued at the Caboolture local community
before it was postponed due to the onset of the pandemic.

•

In September 2019, our volunteers put together an information stall at Matsuri Festival Brisbane, complete with handmade
cultural artefacts and crafts. It was a fantastic effort and attracted many festival goers seeking information about Sachi
Foundation.

•

In September 2019, our sponsored research work on a new economic model and its relation to entanglement farming was
presented in EASTS International conference. This work has subsequently been published in the high-quality research Journal
proceedings and now can be accessed by public.

•

Tennen garden & sharing (Hyogo, Japan):
This is a great time to plan for the coming growing season. Our new planning program involves "Cultivating our heart gardens" ,
studying the uplifting words and "Growing healthy together " by learning and studying about the natural remedies and
alternative medicines using herbs in the garden in relation to the community traditional culture.

•

We responded to both the United nation and WCTR surveys regarding Covid-19. Our survey response to WCTR was published as
the world-wide expert opinion in the SSRN electronic Journal.

•

We introduced the phase III expectant parents’ empowerment project in July 2020.

•

In Pakistan, Resource Centre for Development Alternative (RCDA) is continuing to work on expectant mother projects. We will
start the expectant parents phase IV soon.

•

The cares community online seminar series are offered at no cost. It covers themes such as nutrition needs, healthy lifestyle
black lives matter, expectant mother, social justice and entanglement farming and happiness and well-being for people with
disability. We are honored to choose cares community as our partner for expanding our lines of efforts and spreading happiness
to peoples of disability, children, youth and homeless peoples with drug and chronic health conditions. Education and happy
lifestyle are inextricably connected. Helping these groups become better equipped with arts, crafts and sciences is very
important and also need to include their wellbeing in our lines of actions.

•

The management committee is of the opinion that there are many benefits in organizing a festival dedicated to entanglement
concept in poetry. This festival will allow us to see how all the different possibilities give rise to a certain action. It is also a
source of motivation for all volunteers, as we can see in a broader sense, how to initiate the discourses to facilitate the
community awareness of the virtues in united action and having fun together.

•

•

We are so grateful for all of you who have done so much and are ready to help us more with their time and skills. They send
digital post cards during covid-19 isolation to people with disabilities and help elderlies with their transportation. They also
donated vegetable and eggs from their backyard food forest and donated computers and laptops to set up their internet
connection.
Our volunteers, Nuachapohn Detsongjarus, Yi-Ying Lin and Mavis Wong got together and volunteered their creative skills in
support of our lines of effort. Their artwork was sold, and the proceedings were donated to the Sachi Foundation. Mrs. Nahid
Khalili also offered a prayer for the success of our efforts. We are greatly appreciative of their exergy gifts in the support of the
Sachi foundation's mission.
Wishing you all the happiest and the best times ahead. Please stay safe.
Management committee

Thanks to my mum and dad virtues entangled
field my finger grips is
etched in the family calendar of joyful efforts.

There is one season to harrow the ground,
another season to scatter the seeds, still another
season to irrigate the fields and still another to
harvest the crop. We must attend to these various
kinds of activities in their proper season in order
to be successful. Abdu’l-Bahá

Heeding the call of spirit,
The rhythm of the season,
The loving care of the land,
Working up through all the minerals,
The safe and secure stronghold of love,
The plasticity of the grips of the infant
The joyful preparation of the infants of the world,
For the success and prosperity of the tomorrow,
With the Yatai and Mikoshi carrying together,
Confirmed in one happy festival of all

Expectant mother Empowerment
Project phase III
Sachi Foundation

Expectant Mother Phase III Project

Thank You...
Finding An Agent That’s Right For You

www.sachifoundation.org
Contact us at 0754005887

sachifoundation@gmail.com

